True Zero Gravity® Power Recliner
with Deep-Relax Waveform Massage

100% LEATHER. 100% COMFORTABLE.
Contemporary elegance meets superior comfort and functionality in the Café+ True Zero Gravity® massaging
power recliner. Masterfully hand-stitched top grain leather and body-conforming memory foam cradle
you in rich, relaxing repose. The sturdy steel frame is built to last a lifetime. Two independent encoded
actuators - one for the back and one for your legs and feet - smoothly move you from upright to deep
recline, and reliably take you to preset positions or your favorite saved positions. Soothing heat and the
sequenced Deep-Relax Waveform Massage carry your body and mind to a place of quietude and peace.
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I am fascinated by the modernist
style and inspired by pure design
and exemplary architecture.
–PAUL ZAIDMAN
CAFÉ+ DESIGNER

MAIN FEATURES
Two independently-controlled Deep-Relax Waveform
Massage zones, for enhanced relaxation and therapy
Heated back and seat cushions for soothing warmth
100% Top Grain leather upholstery for superior feel,
durability, and appearance
Full body memory foam on the seat, back, and legs
Four key positions: upright, TV/reading, True Zero Gravity,
and high therapy—with infinite positions in between
True Zero Gravity recline with optimized back-to-seat pan angle
Ergonomic lighted remote with magnetized stowing
Independently adjustable back recline and footrest
Ultra smooth, quiet, and easy-to-use power recline
Lumbar support pillow to provide full lower back support; pillow
is adjustable, removable, and made of memory foam
Cervical support pillow to encourage proper alignment of
the upper spine; pillow is adjustable and removable
Articulating, adjustable headrest for customized neck support
Durable steel frame construction offers a lifetime of performance
Fits Positive Posture Premium Lumbar Support accessory
(sold separately)
Optional battery pack that allows placement of the
recliner anywhere in a room (sold separately)

THE STORY BEHIND TRUE ZERO GRAVITY
Float in absolute weightlessness without leaving the ground.
By focusing on how every inch of your frame is perfectly positioned
and fully supported, Positive Posture furnishings reproduce that
sublime sensation of floating quite faithfully. From rest-enhancing
sculpted support, to gravity-assisted circulation, to accelerated
healing, Positive Posture products and the decades of research behind
them take art, science, and your overall wellness to new levels.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model Name: Café+
Chair Dimensions: L 33" (84 cm) x W 32" (81 cm) x H 49" (125 cm)
Reclined Length: 61" (155 cm)
Reclined Height: 29" (74 cm)
Seat Width: 21" (53 cm)
Seat Depth: 21" (53 cm)
Seat Height: 20" (51 cm)
Chair Weight (Net): 114 lbs (52 kg)
Chair Weight (Boxed): 131 lbs (60 kg)
Outer Cover: Top Grain Leather
Motors: Two Encoded Linear Actuators
User Weight Limit: 285 lbs (129 kg)
Power Supply: AC120-240V, 50/60Hz
MASSAGE
• Independently-Controlled Massage Zones: Lower Back + Legs
• Massage Type: Deep-Relax Waveform Vibration
• Auto Shutoff: 20 minutes
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HEAT
• Auto Shutoff: 60 minutes
• Temperature: 98.6° F (37° C)
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